Adaptive control enables organisms to adjust behavior in the face of unexpected outcomes, such as when a mistake is made in performing a task. Reaction time (RT) tasks might be the simplest type of behavioral task that can be used to probe the brain basis of adaptive control. These tasks require a participant to sustain an action over an extended period of time and terminate that action, or make a second distinct action, in response to an external stimulus. The behavioral mechanisms of variability in RT performance have been studied for more than a century ([@R118]). A large number of studies have established that RT performance varies as a function of the participant\'s attention to the action-imperative stimulus and the duration and variability of the time period before the stimulus (i.e. the foreperiod).

A variety of clinical populations exhibit deficits in RT performance (e.g. Parkinson\'s disease: [@R36]; [@R52]; [@R11]; Alzheimer\'s disease: [@R38]; [@R107]; ADHD: [@R109]). Changes in RT performance also occur in normal human aging ([@R10]; [@R110]; [@R108]) and following damage in the medial frontal cortex due to stroke ([@R104]). Moreover, there are apparent increases in impulsive (premature) responding immediately after lesions are made in the anterior cingulate cortex, a medial frontal area, in patients with intractable obsessive-compulsive disorder ([@R99]). These findings are concordant with animal studies that are reviewed below. Given the clinical significance of these RT deficits, we suggest that more effort should be put into understanding the role of the medial frontal cortex in the adaptive control of RT performance.

Lesion and reversible inactivation studies have consistently found that medial parts of the frontal cortex, referred to here as the medial prefrontal cortex or mPFC, are necessary for the ability to postpone actions, i.e. to wait before acting (see [@R6] for review). The challenge has been to reveal the neuronal mechanisms by which the mPFC postpones a given action. Recordings of spike activity show that the firing rates of many mPFC neurons change around the behavioral events that define transitions in the behavioral procedure ([@R81] and [Figures 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} in the present manuscript). In simple RT and time production tasks, these events are (1) pressing the lever to begin a trial, (2) the trigger stimulus, (3) releasing the lever after the stimulus (RT task) or the temporal deadline (time production task), and (4) feedback about success in performing the task (reward or time-out). As described below, each of these events is associated with substantial changes in neuronal firing rates in the mPFC and also changes in local field potentials, including prominent event-related potentials (ERPs) and significant changes in event-related spectral power (ERSP) and inter-trial coherence (ITC). (See [@R32] for review of these spectral measures.)

All of these neuronal measures covary with successes and failures in performing a given task. In the simple RT task, the firing rates of some mPFC neurons are significantly different when rats press on the lever before making a correctly sustained action or an incorrectly premature action ([@R79]). Similar differences in activity are also found in the motor cortex ([@R65]) and can be shown to occur in the absence of any differences between correct and incorrect performance in terms of how the rats press on the lever or activate the primary muscles involved in lever pressing ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} in [@R65]). While it is clear that the motor cortex is capable of inhibiting action, through its connections with the spinal cord ([@R67]), the pregenual part of the mPFC (where our experiments have been done) is not well placed to directly influence action and is only weakly connected with the motor cortex and brainstem ([@R111]; [@R42]). The precise role of the mPFC in the control of action has remained difficult to explain. However, the experiments reported in the present manuscript support a new interpretation of mPFC function that is able to explain why disruptions of mPFC activity lead to excessive premature responding.

In the present manuscript, we review the current literature on the role of the medial frontal cortex in the adaptive control of action. First, we review previous findings from studies of adaptive control in rats, monkeys and humans and several potential computational models that might explain how the mPFC implements control over action. Second, we review our own studies on the role of low-frequency brain rhythms and corresponding changes in population spike activity that are associated with the initiation of timed actions. Our findings contribute to an emerging literature that suggests that the medial frontal cortex is a key brain region for detecting action-imperative stimuli, triggering appropriate timed actions, and enabling adjustments in performance.

Towards a physiologically realistic model for adaptive control by the medial PFC {#S1}
================================================================================

A key idea that has emerged over the past two decades is that neurons in the mPFC, especially the anterior cingulate cortex, encode the recent history of successes and failures in performing a given task ([@R95]; [@R94]; [@R51]; [@R4]). mPFC neurons are thought to process these signals in parallel with network-level rhythmic activity that is associated with adaptive control, especially in the theta range ([@R25]). Reversible inactivation of the mPFC impairs the expression of performance adjustments, such as changing plans of action ([@R95]), switching between exploration and exploitation ([@R5]), and post-error slowing ([@R80]). Yet, the precise neuronal mechanisms for adaptive control have remained elusive. A crucial issue is to link neuronal spike activity to macro-level events that have been reported in many human studies and showing that these macro-level events are comparable across species ([@R76]).

A number of human studies have established that the mPFC is involved in the adaptive control of behavior (see [@R88] for review and [@R92] for an alternative perspective). A core initial finding was the discovery of error-related evoked potentials in EEG recordings from humans performing choice RT tasks ([@R37]; [@R43]). These signals were interpreted as markers of performance monitoring and adjustment ([@R43]), were localized to the anterior cingulate cortex using EEG ([@R31]) and fMRI ([@R22]) based methods, and were associated with underlying theta band (4--8 Hz) oscillations ([@R68]). An early alternative interpretation emerged that proposed that the signals reflect the difficulty, or conflict, associated with the choice made by the participant ([@R22]). That is, trials with difficult discriminations tend to have higher error rates and these conditions selectively activate the anterior cingulate cortex. However, single-unit recordings in the monkey mPFC, specifically the dorsal ACC, did not support this view and found that, instead, neurons in this part of the brain encode information about behavioral outcomes ([@R51]). More recent studies have emphasized the role of these signals in processing feedback about the success of action (e.g. [@R90]), and feedback-related potentials have recently been found in the rat mPFC ([@R114]).

Single-unit recordings in humans have supported the view that the mPFC rapidly evaluates actions as successful or erroneous ([@R93]; [@R12]). Studies of human EEG from this group have indicated that these regions in humans are central to action monitoring ([@R17]). In addition, quantitative analyses of action and feedback related ERPs support the idea that mid-frontal signals encode variations in performance and monitor ongoing actions ([@R71], [@R72], [@R73]). This interpretation has been supported by single unit and field potential recordings in the monkey anterior cingulate cortex ([@R51]; [@R34]). A recent combined recording and inactivation study suggests that these signals are necessary for the expression of adaptive control ([@R59]).

Studies in rodent models are needed to investigate the neural circuits that underlie adaptive control. Our laboratory has studied this issue using a rat model ([@R77]) and found that similar neural correlates of outcome monitoring exist across species ([@R76]). Our studies have focused on a rostral cingulate region, specifically the prelimbic area (aka area 32; ([@R113])). This cingulate region is found in all mammals (see [@R63] for review) and has clear anatomical homologies across species ([@R112]; [@R113]). Furthermore, by using reversible inactivation methods ([@R77]; [@R3]), we found that this cortical region is necessary for the encoding of past and current behavioral outcomes by the firing rates of neurons in the primary motor cortex and for the ability to adjust behavior after errors, i.e. to exhibit post-error slowing in a simple RT task ([@R80]). Similar signals were later found in an mPFC-dependent delayed alternation task ([@R45], [@R46]). Exactly how these signals work to achieve adaptive control has not been fully resolved.

One influential idea was proposed in a recent modeling study by [@R1]. They proposed that the mPFC serves as an \'action-outcome predictor\'. They developed a connectionist model using standard learning rules. The model was able to integrate past outcomes in order to predict future outcomes and reproduced established markers for adaptive control, such as the Error-Related Negativity (ERN) and firing rate correlates from monkey physiology. While this connectionist model has done a lot to inspire theory and experiments on the mPFC, the neurons in it were modeled only in terms of firing rate, and not precise temporal patterns, and so it is unclear how the model can account for macro-level network signals such as the ERN ([@R37]; [@R43]) or post-error theta ([@R68]) that are based on precise synchronizations of firing rates over large pools of neurons

As a first step towards addressing this issue, a spiking network model of the mPFC was developed through collaboration between one of us (ML) and the Eliasmith group ([@R8]). The model was based on analysis of the population statistics of spike activity in the rat mPFC during the simple RT task ([@R80], [@R81]). A key finding was that neuronal population activity in the mPFC integrates information about actions and the passage of time ([@R81]) and accounts for successes and failures in obtaining desired outcomes by exhibiting persistent spiking activity ([@R80]). We were able to reproduce such population spike activity by chaining together two pools of recurrently connected neurons (i.e. integrator networks). The first integrator network tracked the fact that the trial had begun and the second integrator network tracked the time that had elapsed since the start of the trial ([Fig 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} in [@R8]).

The design of the computational model proposed by [@R8] is similar in many ways to an emerging view in the interval timing literature: timing depends on an encoding of state transitions in the behavioral procedure. Although somewhat similar accounts to explain temporal performance have been proposed by behavioral models of timing (e.g., [@R54]; [@R69]), the transitions proposed by such models were suggested to occur at a broader and ill-defined behavioral level. Evidence of such encoding by the brain at either a behavioral or cognitive level is still lacking.

Transitions between states in the procedure are denoted by salient behavioral events, such as stimuli, the animal\'s actions, and the delivery (or absence) of the reward. These events are usually referred to as "time markers" if they can serve as clues to the passage of time ([@R19]). The RT and time production tasks that we have used are comprised of several states: disengagement from the task (pre-trial), waiting for the stimulus or the temporal deadline, acting after the stimulus or deadline, and receiving the reward or experiencing a time-out. Each of these states is bracketed by salient behavioral events: pressing the lever, receiving the stimulus, responding to the stimulus or at the end of the temporal deadline, and receiving the reward. Event-related potentials were found after each of these events (see [Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} below), and were accompanied by major changes in neuronal spike activity, as quantified using multivariate methods such as PCA (see [Figures 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} below).

The successful model was based on an earlier model from [@R97], called a *double integrator network*. The crucial aspect of the Bekolay model was that reward feedback terminated activity in the second integrator network. Without such feedback, the second integrator remained in an elevated state and denoted the failure to perform the task correctly on the previous trial. A phase analysis of this network showed that correct and incorrect performance resulted in the model entering into a different part of the state space ([Fig 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} in [@R8]). Neurons would thus experience different synaptic states following correct and incorrect performance, and this process could enable learning from errors. New modeling efforts are needed to address this issue using dynamic synapses with plasticity capable of implementing reinforcement learning algorithms.

An additional extension of spiking network models to incorporate field potentials is needed for studying adaptive control. Post-error theta rhythms are commonly observed in humans performing similar speeded response tasks ([@R25]). These signals might serve as a mechanism for adaptive control ([@R24]). A recent collaborative study between our laboratory and a human research group found common markers for adaptive control in rats and humans ([@R76]). Developing computational models of these signals will require spiking network implementations of physiologically defined neurons and field simulations, e.g. ([@R66]). Computational models of adaptive control must move beyond the slow time scales that are captured by firing rate models. These models may reproduce ERP level findings but cannot account for fast rhythmic activity, such as theta, or precisely coherent spike activity associated with these rhythms ([@R76]). We hope that our studies will inspire serious computational efforts at addressing these issues.

A plea for simple tasks that can be used across species {#S2}
=======================================================

Several tasks are classically associated with studies of mPFC/ACC function in humans, including the Stroop task ([@R84]) and Erikson flanker task ([@R13]). Animal studies have used a much wider range of behavioral designs, and these are often determined by species-specific issues (e.g. maze tasks in rodents, eye movement tasks in primates). Findings from many animal studies are difficult to relate to studies on the human mPFC, in part due to differences in behavioral design. Our approach has been to use a simple type of behavioral task that can be performed in a highly similar way across species. Deficits in simple reaction time performance (with simple meaning no choice about the response) are apparent in stroke patients ([@R104]) and are apparent immediately after cingulotomies are made ([@R99]). Importantly, animals such as rats and monkeys can readily learn to perform these tasks ([@R65]), and this allows for studying neural correlates of RT variability and adaptive control without resorting to months of behavioral training.

Behavioral methods for studying the neural basis of RT performance in experimental animals were developed starting in the 1960s (e.g. [@R100]; [@R101]; [@R102])). These studies led to some of the first single-unit recordings made in the motor ([@R35]) and medial prefrontal ([@R82]) cortices. Using similar methods in rodents, a number of groups found that lesions and reversible inactivations of the mPFC (specifically, the prelimbic area) impaired the ability of animals to sustain actions over delay periods ([@R14]; [@R89]; [@R77]). A related study ([@R15]) found that a more dorsal mPFC region, the medial agranular cortex (also known as the secondary motor cortex), controls bias over lateralized responses to visual stimuli and is necessary for speeded performance. This cortical area is not part of the anatomically defined anterior cingulate cortex. A more recent study by our group ([@R98]) used the simple RT task and found similar slowing of RTs occurred when this cortical region was inactivated. These changes in behavioral occurred in the absence of changes in premature responding. Together, these studies establish that there is regional specialization within the rodent mPFC for the control of action initiation, with the ventral (anterior cingulate) regions having a selective role in limiting inappropriate actions and the dorsal (medial agranular) regions having a selective role in the initiation of action.

The validity of these findings for the human brain has been established by a clinical study that used a modified simple RT task to study the immediate effects of damage near the cingulate bundle on action initiation ([@R99]). They found the same behavioral deficit found in the rat studies cited above: Patients were unable to sustain an action over an extended delay and made excessive premature responses. The functional significance of this deficit was recently characterized in a comprehensive review ([@R6]) as an impairment in the ability to *postpone* action, a core deficit of inhibitory control. In other words, the mPFC is necessary for the ability to wait ([@R77]).

But waiting alone cannot explain the effects of damage in the mPFC. In a clever study, [@R89] used a standard simple RT design, in which rats had to release a lever in response to a visual stimulus that was presented after one of four potential delays. Lesions led to increased premature responding and eliminated the delay-dependent speeding of the RT (i.e. shorter RT after longer delay). Eventually, the rats were able to perform the task at pre-surgical levels. However, by slightly changing the timing of the delay periods, the premature response deficit was re-expressed. These findings suggest that in the absence of mPFC control, rats are able to learn to withhold responding but are not able to adapt to dynamic changes in a given behavioral procedure.

Inspired by this study, we tested rats with several variants on the simple RT design ([@R77]), i.e. rats were tested in sessions with fixed or variable delay periods and with fixed or variable intensity stimuli. Evidence for an inhibitory role of the mPFC was found in sessions with variable delays: Rats were actually quicker to respond after short delays with mPFC inactivated. These results suggested that a form of response inhibition was generated by the mPFC early in the delay period. This interpretation was later confirmed by recording single-unit activity in the mPFC and by inactivating the mPFC while recording in the primary motor cortex ([@R79]). Taken together, our findings suggested that the mPFC generates a control signal that is used to control the timing of action and acts on the primary motor cortex to influence behavior.

Whereas many studies implicate mPFC in inhibitory control in tasks that require specific actions to be sustained over extended periods of time ([@R30], [@R29]; [@R89]; [@R79]; [@R77]; [@R99]), this region does not appear to be involved in delayed discounting ([@R21]). Delay discounting (or delayed gratification) tasks involve presenting a highly valued outcome after an extended delay and a lower value outcome after a minimal delay. In contrast to the mPFC, lesions and manipulations of monoamines (serotonin and norepinephrine) in the orbital frontal cortex have clear effects on delayed discounting ([@R116], [@R115]; [@R106]). The neuronal basis of these effects has not been examined using paired recordings in the medial and orbital frontal cortex, and this should be a topic of future research.

Anatomical studies have reported minimal direct anatomical connections between the mPFC and primary motor cortex ([@R33]; [@R111]; [@R44]). Therefore, a temporal control signal generated in the mPFC would likely need to use other circuits to influence the motor cortex, perhaps by way of a reciprocally connected cortical area or by more complex circuits through the basal ganglia and/or thalamus ([@R79]). To investigate the "direct cortical pathway" hypothesis, a study from our group compared findings from mPFC inactivations with results from reversibly inactivating the secondary motor cortex (the "rostral forelimb area" located within the medial agranular cortex) ([@R98]). Inactivating the secondary motor area did not increase premature responding. Instead, the rats tended to respond more slowly, similar to [@R15]. These studies suggest that the secondary motor cortex (medial agranuarl cortex) is a direct cortical pathway between the mPFC and primary motor cortex in rodents.

In addition to studies of mPFC using RT and time production tasks (reviewed above), we also used reversible inactivation methods to examine the role of the mPFC in a classic test of spatial working memory, the delayed alternation task ([@R45]). We found that mPFC inactivation alters measures of temporal processing in that task and, more recently, found cells that fired as a function of the animal\'s pace in performing the task ([@R46]). Related studies found that mPFC neurons fire to action-imperative stimuli in the delayed alternation task ([@R20]) and during the initiation of consummatory behavior (licking) when correct responses are reinforced ([@R47]). Our neural circuit model ([@R8]) incorporated these response properties (stimulus, action and outcome driven cells with recurrent connectivity) and was able to reproduce the common modes of firing by populations of mPFC neurons in the simple RT task ([@R81]) and the effects of previous outcomes on RT performance, specifically post-error slowing ([@R80]). Finally, we have described how individual neurons in the aged mPFC, as well as population activity in this area, fail to respond to imperative stimuli in a delayed alternation task, which leads to an inability of older rats to time their actions properly in the task when compared to younger rats ([@R20]). These studies establish that our findings in the RT and time production tasks generalize to other mPFC-dependent tasks, and support the view that the mPFC is crucial for the temporal control of action.

The medial prefrontal cortex encodes errors prospectively and retrospectively {#S3}
=============================================================================

In the previous section, we presented data describing how mPFC controls actions that must maintained over extended periods of time. Single unit recording from our group has shown that medial prefrontal neurons consistently encode errors -- or movements that occur too early in time and do not lead to reward. The first evidence for this came from [@R65]. In this study, neural ensemble activity was recorded in the primary motor and medial frontal cortices during the initial acquisition of the simple RT task. An encoding of the accuracy of the delayed response developed in the primary motor cortex over the period of training. Most interestingly, the cells fired differently *before* the initiation of correct and incorrect responses (*prospective error encoding*). Simultaneous recordings of sensors on the manipulandum (tilt-sensor on the lever) and electromyographical (EMG) activity from muscles involved in lever pressing found no evidence for these signals being driven by differences in movement ([@R65]).

Based on the study by [@R89] and our own reversible inactivation study ([@R77]), we decided to follow on [@R65] by recording in the primary motor cortex and mPFC using variations on the standard simple RT task. These studies consistently revealed evidence for prospective error encoding by neurons in both cortical areas and further revealed the mPFC also participates in *retrospective error encoding* in the RT task ([@R80]). That is, some mPFC neurons fired persistently after mistakes were made in the task and maintained their post-error firing rates throughout the inter-trial interval and subsequent trial until the next reward was earned. These neural signals were accompanied by the expression of *post-error slowing* by the rats, in which the rats took significantly more time to initiate actions when a mistake (premature or too late) was made on the previous trial. Crucially, inactivation of the mPFC eliminated this post-error slowing ([@R80]). Similar encoding of prospective and retrospective outcome-related information was later found in delayed alternation tasks ([@R46], [@R47]; [@R49]). Using population analysis methods similar to those used by our group ([@R81]; [@R20]), [@R49] found a pattern of firing across neurons that was related to the previous behavioral outcome. A similar population activity pattern in the simple RT task was recently reported from simulated neuronal ensembles in the spiking network model reported in [@R8]. These population level signals suggest that outcomes may be encoded by network-level activity within the mPFC.

To examine this issue, we initiated a collaborative study with a human EEG group, James Cavanagh and Michael Frank. The rationale for this collaboration was [@R23], [@R25]), which reported that errors led to selective increases in theta oscillations when humans performed a set of common tasks used to study adaptive control. Our collaborative study involved us applying data analysis methods from the Cavanagh studies to our recordings of field potentials from the rat mPFC and primary motor cortex and making new recordings of human EEG as participants performed the simple RT task used in the rodent studies described above (based on [@R58] and used by [@R99]). Two results from this project were that (1) rats and humans show the same neural markers of adaptive control, with increases in theta oscillations on post-error trials that were correlated with RT adjustments, and (2) mPFC inactivation eliminates correlates of adaptive control in the primary motor cortex.

A theoretical perspective on how the mPFC might control the motor system to achieve control over RT performance was proposed by [@R105]. A standard assumption in RT studies is that actions are initiated when firing rates in the motor cortex pass a threshold. Based on this idea and one of their own studies ([@R119]), Summerfield and Yeung proposed that post-error adjustments might arise by oscillatory processing in the mPFC resulting in an increase in the threshold required for triggering action in the motor cortex. They proposed that a mechanism based on a global regulation of cortical excitability underlies this process. If the mPFC entrains the phase of cortical oscillations, then changes in mPFC activity could alter the ability of the motor circuit to become activated following presentation of an action-imperative stimulus. Support for this idea was found in the rodent portion of our study ([@R76]) as (1) there was increased spike-field coherence in the theta (4--8 Hz) range in the mPFC on post-error trials and (2) inactivation of mPFC eliminated theta-range oscillations and spike-field coherence on post-error trials in the motor cortex. The underlying idea is that these oscillations could represent long-range communication between areas ([@R39]; [@R117]). Investigation of this idea would require recording from several brain areas at once to study the propagation of oscillation across functionally connected neuronal networks ([@R86]; [@R40]).

How does the mPFC become aware of the need to implement adaptive control in the first place? A special feature of the mPFC region that we have studied, the prelimbic cortex, is that it is extensively interconnected with the agranular insular cortex ([@R41]). This cortical area encodes visceral and gustatory sensory information in rats and humans ([@R27]; [@R2]; [@R121]; [@R57]; see [@R26] for review). The prelimbic area also densely projects to a number of subcortical reward-related centers, such as the dorsal and ventral striatum, the dopaminergic midbrain and the lateral hypothalamus ([@R91]; [@R111]; [@R42]). A potential mechanism for linking reward-feedback (possibly encoded in the insula) with adaptive control (encoded in the mPFC) might therefore arise by interconnections between the two cortical areas (as first proposed in Laubach, 2011) as well as the convergence of the agranular insular and prelimbic cortices onto the same groups of cells in parts of the basal ganglia, such as the striatum and subthalamic nucleus. The subthalamic nucleus, in particular, receives input from dorsal medial frontal regions, and has been shown to regulate premature responding during RT tasks ([@R7]).

Simple reaction time performance depends on stimulus detection and time estimation {#S4}
==================================================================================

In the section above, we have described how medial prefrontal cortex participates in adaptive control and is able to adjust performance following mistakes in task performance. To understand the precise nature of performance adjustments in speeded response tasks, including simple RT tasks, it is necessary to review the behavioral processes that are thought to underlie RT variability. Classic studies led to the idea that RT performance depends on a competition between stimulus detection and time estimation ([@R83]; [@R58]). These studies required participants to make a response (lever or button press) until a stimulus was presented after a fixed time interval, aka foreperiod ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The stimulus occurred on half of the trials, and the participants had to estimate the time interval between the response and the moment the stimulus would appear to initiate action in the trials with no stimulus presentation. In the *deadline model* of [@R83], participants employ a temporal criterion to respond (after some amount of time has elapsed) and break from waiting if the trigger stimulus is detected. An alternative model is the *race model* of [@R58] in which there is a competition between an "internal clock" (that triggers action after the end of the interval) and a "signal detector" (that triggers action when the stimulus is detected) ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These models are similar in many respects to later models of choice RT performance that assume that stimulus detection is gated by temporal processing and is adjusted after mistakes are made ([@R61], [@R62]). A key finding for the validity of these models in human studies (such as [@R58]) was that participants showed reduced RT variability on the trials with the stimulus, resulting in a peak in the RT distribution that is not found on the stimulus-free trials.

Several rodent studies implicate medial frontal networks in exactly this kind of temporal processing. Inactivation of medial prefrontal cortex impairs the performance of time estimation tasks ([@R56]; [@R78]). Moreover, single neurons and neuronal population activity (analyzed using principal component analysis) exhibit 'ramping' components as rats time discrete temporal intervals ([@R55]; [@R120]), similar to the ramp and hold components described in the simple RT task by [@R81]. Another key player seems to be the dopamine system, which has been shown to participate in temporal processing ([@R75]; [@R16]). Systemic injections in rats ([@R70]; [@R74]) or oral administration in humans ([@R60]) of dopamine agonists and antagonists seem to speed up and slow down the subjective passage of time, respectively. In particular, these temporal processes appear to be powerfully influenced by D1 dopamine receptors. Depleting VTA dopamine or focally blocking prefrontal D1 receptors impairs temporal control of action ([@R78]). Furthermore, optogenetically inhibiting prefrontal neurons expressing D1 receptors in mice impairs temporal control, while stimulating these neurons slightly improved temporal control ([@R78]). Another recent rodent study found evidence for dopaminergic circuits being specifically involved in temporal processing during RT performance. [@R85] found that depleting the source of prefrontal dopamine in the ventral tegmental area did not impact overall RT performance, but eliminated delay-dependent speeding. Furthermore, focally blocking D1, but not D2, dopamine receptors within the medial prefrontal cortex 'flattened' the RT distribution, such that RTs were shorter at short, but not long, delays. These studies provide insight into how rodents guide their behavior in time, a fundamental and highly conserved behavior ([@R16]). Future studies should examine how neuromodulatory molecules such as dopamine, acetylcholine, and norepinephrine influence RT performance. This effort is essential to developing new therapeutic strategies for Parkinson's disease, schizophrenia, Alzheimer's disease, ADHD, and other neuropsychiatric diseases ([@R85]).

Neural activity in the medial PFC reflects stimulus detection and action timing {#S5}
===============================================================================

The behavioral studies reviewed above suggest shared bases for temporal processing in RT tasks in rodents and humans. Recent work from our group discovered strikingly similar extracellular potentials in both rodents and humans during RT performance ([@R76]). Indeed, rodent field potentials and human EEG shared several major features: (1) prominent stimulus-related transients, (2) transients associated with the start of the trial, and (3) alterations in these signals on error trials ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These extracellular potentials provide a unique window into information processing by cortical networks, as rhythms and frequencies may entrain large populations of neurons with cognitive signals ([@R18]). Prefrontal theta oscillations can be linked with other regions, such as the ventral tegmental area and the hippocampus ([@R50]; [@R53]; [@R96]; [@R9]; [@R40]). Combined with our own data suggesting theta coherence between medial prefrontal cortex and motor cortex, these findings suggest that low-frequency oscillations integrate task-relevant information across brain regions.

Our studies suggest that low-frequency oscillations (below 12 Hz) encode critical aspects of RT performance. For instance, using [@R58] task, we compared field potentials on trials when rats responded to a stimulus at the end of the delay period (tone trials) and trials when the rats initiated responding based on timing alone (time trials). An evoked potential was apparent just after the stimulus, which did not occur on the time trials ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), was accompanied by phase locking in the delta range (\<4 Hz) (left plot in [Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These responses were accompanied by persistently elevated theta activity (4--8 Hz) ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and delta-range phase locking occurred at the start of both types of trials (left and center plots in [Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These neural markers of stimulus detection and action timing were notably lacking on trials when the rat responded prematurely (right plots in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which suggests that those signals could serve as reference points to properly time the moment at which the action needs to be performed. To study how action was distinct on stimulus-triggered and timed actions, we examined event-related field potentials ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These field potentials from mPFC were quite distinct on stimulus and time trials. On the latter trial type, the animals initiated responses that were guided by a temporal rule, based on an internal response \'deadline\'. As expected, responses after the stimulus had a clear evoked potential and those guided by deadlines did not ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Our finding of delta phase entrainment being associated with the initiation of action timing is reminiscent of a study by [@R103] that reported that "human delta oscillations" can mediate effects of expectation on the RT. Indeed, these low-frequency events are associated with variations in RT performance. Using bandpass filtering and the Hilbert transform ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), we measured the amplitude and phase of delta rhythms (or "delta-band activity" as suggested by a reviewer of this paper) on a trial by trial basis ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and then plotted stacked images of the signals, using false color image plots, that were sorted by the animals\' RT. A consistent finding was that the amplitude of the delta rhythm started earlier before trials with the shortest RTs (top plot in [Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and was accompanied by a phase reset (bottom plot in [Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These events are coterminous with the press-related ERPs in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (time 0) and major changes in spike activity ([@R81]), as reviewed below. It is important to point out that the signals were not simply the product of bandpass filtering and Fourier-based analysis. Similar events could be detected using a non-Fourier method, Empirical Mode Decomposition ([@R48]) ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

We evaluated if the delta range activity was sensitive to changes in the behavioral procedure by recording over a series of behavioral test sessions with changes in the expected timing of the imperative stimulus ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). That is, rats were trained with a single, fixed delay period (1 sec) and then experienced sessions with two equally likely delays (0.4 or 1 sec) and sessions with one delay more likely (2/3 of trials) than the other (1/3 of trials). These latter sessions were called short and long "bias" sessions. Comparisons of the event-related potentials (ERPs) synchronized to the initiation of action timing (lever press) showed clear changes in the size of the ERP over the period of testing ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The ERP was largest when there was a single delay period and was reduced in magnitude as the animals experienced the two potential delays and in sessions with "short delay bias". However, the ERP re-emerged in sessions with "long delay bias". These changes were apparent in the first testing session with long delay bias ([Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Plots of amplitude (top row) and phase (bottom row) from those sessions revealed a gradual development of increased amplitude and phase consistency when the rats pressed the lever and learned that the stimulus was more likely to occur at the long delay. Of note, because we do not have a monotonically varying foreperiod, we could not assess continuously varying temporal expectancies in this study -- future studies should address this issue.

In summary, our studies revealed that rhythmic activity in the mPFC underlies the execution of timed actions. ERPs are coterminous with the initiation and termination of timed behaviors ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), These events are accompanied by delta-band activity that is phase locked to the initiation of timing behavior ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The delta-band activity can be captured by non-Fourier methods such as Empirical Mode Decomposition that are designed to detect "wave-like" events ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The ERPs and delta-band activity are sensitive to changes in the expected timing of action in the behavioral task ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). To our knowledge, these findings are the first reports of rhythmic network activity in the mPFC having a role in the control of precisely timed actions.

Neural population activity in the mPFC tracks the initiation of a timed action {#S6}
==============================================================================

In the previous section we have described macro-level phenomena underlyign the control of timed action. Here, we show how neuronal population activity varies with regard to the ERPs and delta-band activity shown in [Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. Quantitative analysis of population spiking activity ([@R81]) suggests that two distinct signals are emitted by the mPFC at the start of the trial ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). One signal is a slow modulation of firing rate, starting just before the initiation of the timed action. The other signal is more sharply modulated at the time of the action. These two signals appear to be interdependent. That is, plots of the cumulative sums of the first two population functions, but not the higher order functions, closely resemble each other ([Figure 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These signals are not specific to maintaining a lever press during the simple RT and time production tasks. Similar population functions were found in the mPFC as rats waited for the end of the delay period in a delayed alternation task ([@R20]) and engaged in extended bouts of reward consumption in a delayed alternation task and variable interval procedure ([@R47]).

One potential pitfall for the analysis of population activity that we have reported is that the results are based on firing estimates that are averaged over trials and from multiple animals. This approach was based on [@R87]. It is possible that the same population functions would not be found if single-animal or single-trial data were used. To examine this issue, we analyzed data from single animals using the same PCA methods and found that the same two leading modes of population activity could be be detected ([Figure 8A,B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). To address the issue of using trial-averaged data, we used an alternative PCA method ([@R28]; [@R64]) that was based on the full time series for each neuron in a given ensemble ([Figure 8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). We found that the same two leading modes of population activity could be detected using this alternative approach. Finally, it was possible to reproduce the firing patterns using simulated spike trains from the double-integration computational model developed in [@R8]. (See [Figures 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} in that manuscript.)

Our PCA analysis revealed that major changes in spiking activity in the mPFC were coterminous with the macro-level events described in the previous section. These findings suggests that the expression of ERPs and delta-band phase locking to the initiation of behavioral timing is linked to changes in populations activity. To our knowledge, this is a novel result for the mPFC. We are not aware of any published study that reports changes in spiking activity accompany changes in established markers of network synchronization such as ERPs and delta-band synchronization. Two previous studies, one experimental ([@R81]) and the other based on a spiking network model ([@R8]), suggest that the neuronal activity patterns are generated by an integrator network that can track the passage of time since the animal has entered into the delay period. As such, our results provide a novel mechanism for denoting behavioral time markers in terms of neuronal activity that could be used to control action timing, as proposed by [@R19].

Rhythmic neural activity in the mPFC encodes performance adjustments after errors {#S7}
=================================================================================

The studies described above establish that neuronal spike activity in mPFC has a role in stimulus and temporal processing and in encoding previous and forthcoming behavioral outcomes during the performance of simple RT tasks. How do these signals enable adaptive control over performance? That is, how are performance adjustments implemented by the mPFC? We propose a conceptual model ([Figure 9A](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) in which errors can lead to two types of changes in processing, which could occur together, and that would lead to post-error slowing. First, errors could lead to increased control over action, for example by increasing the threshold needed to trigger action on post-error trials ([@R105]). Second, errors could increase reliance on the stimulus, leading subjects to pay more attention to the stimulus (or increase resources for stimulus detection and integration). Both of these processes imply that *post-error slowing reflects a change in the performance strategy*.

To determine if there was support for these two types of changes in processing following an error, we compared spectral amplitude and power on post-correct and post-error trials using the same data sets and analysis methods as in [@R76]. We found evidence both for pre-stimulus increases in the amplitude of low-frequency "theta" fluctuations and for increased phase locking to the action-imperative stimulus on post-error trials. Similar results were also found for theta-range field potential fluctuations in the motor cortex (not shown). These field potential signals were generally coherent with spiking by mPFC neurons and depended on the integrity of the mPFC network, i.e. reversible inactivation of mPFC disrupts the expression theta locking in the motor cortex and leads to the loss of adaptive control over action ([@R76]). These processes could serve as a mechanism for adaptive control ([@R24]).

The increased low-frequency rhythm before the stimulus could reflect changes in spiking during the initiation of the trial, as revealed in our PCA-based population analysis ([Figures 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}), and lead to increased phase locking to the stimulus. Such changes in spike activity would then reflect a change in the behavioral strategy in the task, and might result from altered dynamics and learning among the neuronal ensemble. Analysis of neuronal population activity supported this view. There was a major difference in spiking before trials were initiated ([Figure 10A,B](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). The firing rates of many neurons were modulated around the lever press on post-correct trials (left plot in [Figure 10A](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, neurons fired persistently before the start of the post-error trials (right plot in [Figure 10B](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). These differences in neural activity resulted in the leading components of variance being highly distinct as a function of the previous trial outcome. On post-correct trials, the population functions were the same as in [@R81], which reported data from sessions with a single (fixed) delay and with two equally likely delays, post-correct trials. On post-error trials, the leading component reflected the persistent activity associated with the recent error.

These differences in population activity resulted in distinct dynamics associated with the post-correct and post-error trials. Phase plots of these functions revealed distinct neural dynamics associated with the outcome of the previous trial ([Figure 10C](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Interactions between the two leading components on post-correct trials resulted in a closed triangular trajectory through phase space, with the neural population starting from and returning to the same region of phase space before and after the trial. Phase plots of the higher components were complex and lacked clear structure. By contrast, post-error trials exhibited a "hop" across phase space, starting and ending in distinct locations within the space defined by the neural activity.

The dynamics were reproduced by the spiking network model in [@R8]. As the complete set of synaptic weights could be gleaned from the model, it was possible to demonstrate that errors resulted in the network experiencing activity states that are not experienced after correct responses. These activity patterns engaged sets of distinct synapses with activity levels that were not found on post-correct trials. As a result, it is possible to learn from errors given that the network dynamics associated with correct and incorrect responding were different. The observed in vivo dynamics of the mPFC and the neural circuit model, together, provide a novel account for how the mPFC may learn from mistakes while enabling adaptive control over action.

Conclusions {#S8}
===========

The mPFC is crucial for the control of action initiation and the ability to adjust performance after mistakes are made. Two recent studies ([@R76]; [@R99]) used a classic simple RT task ([@R58]) and established that these functions are evolutionarily conserved. A key neural marker for adaptive control is low-frequency rhythmic activity, in the delta (\<4 Hz) and theta (4--12 Hz) range that can be measured in EEG recordings in humans and field potential recordings in experimental animals. Changes in these brain rhythms are associated with changes in neuronal spike activity that encodes previous and forthcoming behavioral outcomes. Based on the studies discussed in this review, it seems that significant progress can now be made on understanding the neural mechanisms for the adaptive control of action and determining if changes in these processes underlie prominent diseases such as Parkinson\'s and Alzheimer\'s diseases and a variety of psychiatric illnesses associated with mPFC dysfunction.
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![Rats, like humans, perform simple reaction time tasks as predicted by [@R58] race model. (A) Behavioral procedure. Rats press on a lever to begin each trial and have to release the lever one sec later to earn a liquid reward (B) Kornblum\'s race model for explaining the contribution of time estimation and stimulus detection to response time variability.](nihms661967f1){#F1}

![Spectral analysis of field potentials from the medial prefrontal cortex of rats performing [@R58] task. (A) Event-related potentials from trials with correct responses on tone and time trials (left and middle) and trials with premature responses (right). The color boxes denote the period of ERP analysis. There was a clear modulation of the ERP when the rat pressed on the lever to start the trials (0 sec, all trials) and again when the stimulus was presented (1 sec on tone trials). (B) Eventrelated spectral power for the three types of trials. There was persisting power in the theta range (4--8 Hz) throughout the trial and there was elevated power in the delta range (below 4Hz) when the rat pressed the lever before correct trials. Delta power also increased when the rat released the lever after the tone (blue asterisk). Delta power was notably reduced prior to premature errors (red asterisk). (C) Inter-trial coherence, or ITC, for the same types of trials. ITC measures the correlation in the phase angles over trials. High levels of ITC suggest that phase locking occurred around the task events. There was phase locking in the delta range when the rats pressed the lever before correct responses, but not before premature responses (red asterisk, right panel). There was also delta phase locking when the rats released the lever in response to the tone (blue asterisk, left panel) and theta phase locking after the stimulus.](nihms661967f2){#F2}

![Event-related potentials dissociate stimulus-triggered and timed actions. (A) Behavioral events are shown. The times of lever release are shown in the left pair of plots relative to the stimulus (tone trials) and deadline (time trials). The times of the tone and deadline in the right pairs of plots relative to the lever release on tone and time trials. (B) Field potentials from the mPFC are shown for the four events (tone, deadline, release after tone, and release after deadline). The tone, but not the deadline, was associated with an evoked potential. Release after the deadline, but not after the tone, was associated with an evoked potential. The evoked events could serve as time markers indicating transitions in the behavioral procedure from waiting to acting.](nihms661967f3){#F3}

![Delta rhythms in the medial prefrontal cortex are phase locked when the animals initiated timed actions. (A) Example of bandpass filtering and extraction of amplitude and phase using the Hilbert transform. (B) Single trial measurements of amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) from a typical field potential recording. (C) Raster plots for amplitude and phase on correct trials. Same recording as B. Trials are sorted by response latency. Boxplots (red) in B and C show the distribution of RTs.](nihms661967f4){#F4}

![Validation of low-frequency \"delta\" activity using a non-Fourier method. (A) Single-trial recording of a field potential from the prelimbic area during the simple RT task. (B) Standard FFT-based power spectrum for the signal in A, plotted on a log scale for power. Power was especially concentrated below 10 Hz and there was a peak in the gamma range. (C) Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs) found using a Empirical Mode Decomposition (Huang, 1989). This technique finds a set of harmonic functions (\"waves\") with the same number of extrema (max and min values) and zero crossings (sign reversals). The algorithm can be applied to a continuous recording (time series) of any type and will only return IMFs that satisfy the constraints defined above. This particular recording showed evidence for six wavelike components. The two lowest frequency components were similar to those found by using a traditional approach in LFP analysis of bandpass filtering and the Hilbert transform. (D) FFT-based power spectra for the six IMFs in C. The two lowest frequency components had peaks at 1.5 and 3 Hz, respectively, within the traditional "delta" range. The higher components were in the typical LFP ranges called theta, beta, low gamma, and high gamma. This analysis shows that the low-frequency rhythms described in [Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} are not simply the consequence of using the standard approach to LFP data analysis and the rhythmic components, especially in the delta range can be detected on single trials.](nihms661967f5){#F5}

![Delta phase locking in the medial prefrontal cortex tracks changes in the expected timing of action. (A) Behavioral testing used to evaluate temporal expectancy. Rats were trained to sustain lever presses for 1 sec to earn rewards. Then, they were tested in three sessions using [@R58] procedure, with tones presented on half of the trials, in three sessions with a novel delay of 0.4 sec on half of trials, two sessions with tones at 0.4 sec on two-thirds of trials (short bias sessions), and finally two sessions with tones at 0.4 sec on one-third of trials (long bias sessions). (B) Response durations from a test session run after the final session with bias for the long foreperiod. This session was biased for short foreperiods and included no stimulus on 10% of the trials (catch trials). The rat responded at the time of the long foreperiod on the catch trials. This finding suggests that the rat learned to wait for 1 sec and then release the lever, and was not willing to wait longer for the stimulus. (C) Example of event-related potentials (ERPs) from one rat from the series of testing sessions. The large ERP associated with lever pressing diminished when the rat experienced the sessions with two potential stimulus times. An ERP was detected in those sessions when the stimulus occurred at 0.5 sec (green traces). The press-related ERP was enhanced when rats were tested in the long-bias sessions (bottom row). (D) The enhancement of delta range modulation developed within the first long-bias test session. The field potential shifted from showing limited modulation to showing strong modulation of amplitude and phase around trial 60.](nihms661967f6){#F6}

![Evidence for temporal integration of lever pressing by population activity in the medial prefrontal cortex. (A) Analysis of trial-averaged peri-event histograms using principal component analysis (PCA), as in [@R81] and [@R8]. Activity from each neuron is shown in the matrix plot on the lower right. The PCA analysis finds the most common modes of firing (temporal patterns) from the ensemble of neurons. The temporal patterns were defined by the eigenvectors (PCs) from the analysis (upper matrix). The amount of variance accounted for by each PC was defined by the eigenvalues (noted in text next to the upper matrix). The extent to which each neuron expressed the firing patterns (i.e. were correlated with the PCs) were defined by the loadings (right matrix). (B) The neural firing patterns were sorted by the first and second leading PCs. This revealed sustained fluctuation of activity by many neurons during the delay period (PC1) and transient fluctuations around the press and release/reward events (PC2). (C) Plots of the two leading PCs showed the major firing patterns expressed by the medial prefrontal cortex neurons. PC1 is shown in solid blue and PC2 in shown in solid red. The cumulative sums of each function are plotted as dashed lines. PC1 was highly similar to the cumulative sum of PC2 and vice versa. Plots of PCs 2 and 3 did not reveal similar correspondences between the PCs and their cumulative sums.](nihms661967f7){#F7}

![Evidence for temporal integration of lever pressing by a single ensemble of mPFC neurons. (A) Raster plots for twelve simultaneously recorded neurons. Only trials with the tone stimulus and correct responding (sustained until tone and RT less than 0.6 sec) are shown. (B) Plots of the two leading PCs measured from the trial-averaged Spike Density Functions (SDFs) with a temporal resolution of 100 and 10 ms are shown in the upper plots. The same temporal patterns were identified by PCA at both time scales and these patterns were highly similar to the patterns found for the SDFs of the larger set of neurons from multiple rats ([@R81]). Plots of the leading PC and the cumulative sum of the second PC are shown in the lower plots.. Integration occurred at both time scales. (C) Plots of the two leading PCs measured with an alternative approach using the full time series representing the neural spike train, analyzing a matrix comprised of neurons as the columns and samples (bins) as the rows ([@R28]; [@R64]). The same patterns of firing rate modulation were found using this method (compare the upper plots in B and C) and the same evidence for temporal integration by the two leading PCs was also found using this analysis method.](nihms661967f8){#F8}

![Neural correlates of performance adjustments in the medial prefrontal cortex. (A) Conceptual model for adjustments in performance strategy. Errors could lead to rats increasing control over action ("inhibition") and/or increasing stimulus processing (attention, integration). (B) Spectral analysis of field potentials showed evidence for both types of changes in processing. Comparisons of event-related spectral power on post-correct and post-error trials showed increased power at low frequencies just before the stimulus (−0.2 to 0 sec). Phase locking to the stimulus was enhanced on post-error trials, spanning the rages of theta and beta. (C) Group summary for spectral power and phase locking in the range of theta (4--8 Hz) for post-correct (blue) and post-error (red) trials. Dashed lines represent 95% confidence bands based on recordings of 28 field potentials recorded in 5 rats.](nihms661967f9){#F9}

![Altered integration of behavioral events after errors in the task. (A) neural firing patterns for post-correct and post-error trials, sorted by the first principal component (same data set as [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Notably lacking from the post-error trials was the sustained activity during the delay period (cells at top of left plot are not common on post-error trials). (B) Plots of the three leading PCs for the post-correct and post-error trials. PCs 1 and 2 from the post-correct trials was similar to PCs 2 and 3 from the posterror trials. PC1 from the post-error trials was not observed in the PCs defined by the post-correct trials. (C) Phase plots of the two leading PCs, with time encoded in gray scale. An attractor-like structure was found on post-correct trials (upper left plot), with activity looping through a common space in the period between the trials. A similar circular structure was found in the phase plots for PCs 2 and 3 on post-error trials (lower right plot). A very different structure was found in the phase space on post-error trials (lower left plot). There was a shift across the phase space over the period of the trial, and this was due to the transition in PC1 (high before trial, low after). A neural circuit model ([@R8]) of these functions showed that the shift in phase space led to neurons experiencing new synaptic weights during the inter-trial interval (post-error period), a finding that suggests that such transitions could enable learning from errors.](nihms661967f10){#F10}

###### Highlights

-   This manuscript reviews the role of the medial prefrontal cortex in the adaptive control of action based on multi-electrode recordings done in rodents.

-   We report field potential data that reveal a role for the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in stimulus detection and time estimation.

-   We describe event-related potentials in the mPFC that are triggered by the animal\'s actions and action-imperative stimuli. These potentials might act as "time markers" that denote transitions between waiting to acting.

-   We relate these network-level signals to neuronal spike activity and report that low-frequency fluctuations (\<4 Hz) in field potentials are associated with changes in population activity.

-   Finally, we propose a mechanism by which these neuronal signals might enable updating performance strategies after mistakes are made.
